
Physis 407-09Assignment 51) Show that for the metrids2 = (1� 2Mr )(�dt2 + dr2 + r2d�2 + r2sin2(�)d�2) (1)there is no deetion of light.(solve the geodesi equations, where you an again assume that � = �=2 and�nd the equation for r as a funtion of �. Show that the straight lines as afuntion of r and � are exatly the same as those in at spaetime).It was this in part whih aused Einstein to rejet the Nordstrom theory,whih predited a metri suh as the above.2) Consider the Shwartzshild metri. Do a oordinate transformation suhthat t = � + f(r). Find the funtions f(r) suh that the spatial part of themetri is at spae. (Ie, the part of the metri whih does not depend on dt isjust dr2 + r2d�2 + r2sin2(�)d�2) These metris are alled the Panlevi-Gulstrand metris. Show that at r =2M this metri is not singular (ie does not blow up and has a well de�nednon-singular inverse).Show that for the two possible signs of f(r), the surfae r = 2M in the onemetri is not the same as the surfae r = 2M in the other metri.3. At what radius does the unstable irular orbit our as a funtion of land E? What is the innermost unstable irular orbit for arbitrary l and E?(This is in the Shwartzshild metri, and it is for massive partiles.)4. Consider a galaxy of mass 1010 times the mass of the sun. (alled theimaging galaxy) on opposite sides of whih we see two images of a muh moredistant galaxy (the imaged galaxy). Assume that one of those images of theimaged galaxy is seen to be twie as far away from the enter of the imaginggalaxy as is the other (all angles are a few seonds of ar). The distant imagedgalaxy has a supernova go o� in it. What would be the di�erene in timesat whih we would see that supernova in the two images here on earth as afuntion of the distane of that imaging galaxy from the earth. ( assume thatthe distane of the imaged galaxy is many times as far away from the earth thanis the imaging galaxy You an assume that the imaging galaxy is also very farfrom the earth.)Note that you an assume that the images are further away from the enterof the imaging galaxy than is the edge of the matter distribution in that imaginggalaxy, and that the imaging galaxy an be represented as a spherial soure ofgravity. 1



Figure 1: Geometry of the deetion of distant galaxy light by nearby galaxy
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